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RUSHCLIFFE RAMBLERS 

AUSTRIA HOLIDAY 2017 
 

PROGRAMME 
 

Mayrhofen 

The hills are alive with picture perfect mountain scenery,  
fresh  mountain air, crystal clear lakes and perhaps a little bit of yodelling. 

 

Mayrhofen, with a population of 4,000, is located in the Tyrol region of Austria and 
sits at the junction of four major valleys, close to the Italian border.  The wide and 
flat Ziller Valley lies to the east of the town.  The Stillup Valley, the narrowest and 
least developed lies to the south.  The Zemmgrund Valley is also narrow and contains 
the attractive village of Ginzling.  The fourth Valley is the Tux.  This lies mostly to the 
west and ends in the mighty Hintertux Glacier.  Further information can be found in 
the HF brochure. 
 
Hotel Waldheim 
We’ll be staying in this small, attractive, traditionally furnished hotel that is run by 
the Pfister family. There is a bar and a lounge and a ski room for drying clothes 
should we be unlucky to get wet. In the basement there is a sauna and solarium and 
massages can be booked through the hotel. A self-service breakfast and a four 
course evening meal are provided. Lunches can be bought from mountain huts or 
local shops. 
 
Transfers from the Airport 
At Munich Airport, the bus driver will meet us in the arrivals hall. He/she will be 
holding a ‘HF Holidays’ sign.  
 
The Walks 
The paths in Austria are well signed so it shouldn’t be too difficult for us to find our 
way around. HF has also given us some written walking routes that should aid 
navigation. Don’t forget, however, that there will be lots of climbing in the 
mountains. 
 
The walks listed below may not happen in the order suggested.  Each evening we will 
meet together after dinner in the lounge to look at the weather and conditions 
underfoot for the following day before choosing that day’s walk from the list.  Some 
walks will require transport to the start so don’t forget to take your travel pass.  
None of the walks will have been recced so please be patient if the person taking the 
lead and goes a little off course. The nominated walk leader will complete the longer 
walk so those on the shorter walks will have to navigate their own return.  Maps and 
route instructions are provided. Also, it hasn’t been possible to incorporate long and 
short walks in the same area every day, in these instances short walks will be guided 
by ‘committee’. 
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Travel within Austria 
We will all be issued with a travel pass, which covers the cost of travel by bus, train, 
cable car and gondola.  It allows one return bus/train journey and one return cable 
car/gondola each day (to be confirmed).  If there is a second stage cable car to a 
higher point a charge will become due. The bus stops in several places in Mayrhofen 
but it is advisable to pick it up at the train station (the Bahnhof) as it could be full 
during the busy times.  The busy times are 8-10am and 3-6pm. All bus times given 
below will be confirmed on arrival. 
 
Walk 1 – The Penken 
Just 200 metres from the Hotel we’ll pick up the cable car, which is located on the 
main street next to the Sports Hotel. The cable car will travel 1,300 metres up the 
valley to the slopes of the Penken.  This is a high level walk and is best attempted 
when the visibility is good to get the views. Martin will take the lead on this walk. 
Short Walk 1S – 5 miles Assent 340m Descent 340m, HF Walking Route 
From the cable car the walk follows a circuit through open pastures abundant with 
wild flowers throughout spring and summer. There are fantastic views to the valley 
floor and surrounding mountains.  Return by cable car. 
Long walk 1L – 9 miles Ascent 940m Descent 940m, HF Walking Route for part walk 
This walk goes further along the ridge than the short walk to ascend to the Wanglalm 
before dropping down to pick up a traversing path and rejoin the short walk back to 
the cable car. 
Bring a packed lunch or purchase from a café on the Penken.   
 
Walk 2 – Karlalm and Brandberg 
These walks head for the mountains east of Mayrhofen and then descend to 
Brandberg in the Ziller Valley.  There are good paths that skirt around the 
Gerlossteinwand passing old farms where refreshments may be available. The views 
over Mayrhofen from the Steinerkogelhaus café are stupendous so again we need a 
clear day to get the full benefit of the views. Karen will take the lead on this walk. 
To get to the start of the walk we’ll catch the 4094 Gerlos bus from Mayrhofen 
station at 8.20am. Alight at Hainzenberg Gerlossteinbahn and take the quaint, 
double decker cable car. 
Short walk 2S – 5.3 miles Ascent 260m Descent 800m, HF Walking Route 
The walk follows a good path that skirts around the base of the Gerlossteinwant. 
Descend into Brandberg and take the 4100 bus back to Mayrhofen from outside the 
Gasthof Thanner (14.20, 15.55, 17.25, 18.25) 
Long walk – 7 miles Ascent 900m Descent 1440m, HF Walking Route for part walk 
This walk rises over the Heimjoch, through remote terrain to cross a spectacular pass 
before descending into Brandberg. Take the 4100 bus back to Mayrhofen as for the 
short walk. 
Bring a packed lunch or purchase from a farm, mountain hut or café.  Bring a snack 
and a drink. 
 
Walk 3 – Zamserbach Valley and Schlegeis Dam 
Both walks start with a spectacular bus journey up the Zamserbach Valley.  We will 
catch the 4102 Schlegeis bus at 9.10am from Mayrhofen station.  It will arrive at 
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Schlegeis Stausee (reservoir), which is the terminus, at 10.12. There is a small 
additional toll to pay not covered by the travel pass.  Angela will take the lead on this 
walk. 
Short walk 3S – 3.8 miles Ascent 150m Descent 540m, HF Walking Route 
Ask for a single journey otherwise a return will be issued. On this walk we visit a 
reservoir that is surrounded by dramatic glaciers and high snow-capped mountains. 
The walk explores the lakeside, a descent to the valley floor, a quiet path alongside 
the river and an historic mountain hut. The walk takes us down the Zamserbach to 
Breitlahner, where we catch the bus 4102 back to Mayrhofen (14.15, 16.15, 17.15, 
18.15). 
Long walk 3L – 7 miles Ascent 900m Descent 900m, HF Walking Route for part walk 
From the west end of the dam we climb up to the historic Friesenberghaus mountain 
hut, then follow the high-level Tyroler Hohenweg to the Olpererhutte before takinga 
zig-zag path back to the lake.  Return to the Schlegeis Srtausee bus stop for the bus 
back to Mayrhofen (departs 16.00, 17.00, 18.00)  
Bring a packed lunch or purchase from a farm, mountain hut or café.  Bring a snack 
and a drink. 
 
Walk 4 
Today’s walks go in different directions 
Alan will take the lead on the longer walk and advise the shorter walkers of the start. 
Short walk 4S – Edel Hutte: A High Hut, 4.5 miles Ascent 470m Descent 470m, HF 
Walking Route  
We’ll take the Ahorn cable car that is the largest is Austria.  This is located at the 
southern end of the town and will take us to the high slopes south of Mayrhofen.   
The walk contours the mountainside passing through meadows rich in wide flowers 
and then ascends to the Edel mountain hut.  The mountain hut is a good place to 
stop for lunch. From here there is an option to visit the viewpoint of Am Glatzer.  The 
return descends more steeply before re-joining the outward route.  This is a high 
level walk and best undertaken on a good day. 
Bring a packed lunch or purchase from a farm, mountain hut or café.  Bring a snack 
and a drink. 
 
Long walk 4L – Grubelspitze, 9 miles Ascent 600m Descent 1260m 
Today we’ll travel west to the Tux Valley.  Catch the 4104 Hintertux bus from 
Mayrhofen station at 9.10am. Alight at Lanersbach Tux Center at about 9.37am. Take 
the Egglam cable car. Climb to the summit of the Grublespitze; take a remote route 
to Torseen Lakes, descend to a mountain hut and the return to Lanersbach. Catch 
the 4104 bus back to Mayrhofen (15.03 and then every 30 minutes until 19.03). The 
climb will be taken at a gentle pace as we have all day to complete the walk. 
Bring a packed lunch or purchase from a farm, mountain hut or café.  Bring a snack 
and a drink. 
 
Walk 5,  
Today’s walks go in different directions 
Joe will take the lead on the longer walk and advise the shorter walkers of the start. 
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Short walk 5S – Finkenberg, 6.5 miles Ascent 470m Descent 470m, HF Walking 
Route 
The start is from the doorstep of the Waldheim Hotel. This is a circular walk in the 
dramatic Finkenberg Gorge visiting the Devil’s Bridge and the attractive town of 
Finkenberg. This is primarily a valley walk so isn’t dependent on a clear day for seeing 
the views.   
Lunch can be taken in Finkenberg 

Long walk L5 – Zemmbach Valley and Berliner Hohenweg, 7 miles Ascent 1100m 
Descent 1350m 
We’ll take the bus 4102 at 9.10 from Mayrhofen station and alight at Kaserleralm 
(approx 9.48am). The walk takes us up the wooded side of the valley to reach the 
Berliner Hohenweg high-level route. The path contours along the mountainside 
offering unsurpassable Alpine scenery.  We then descend into Ginzling in the 
Zamserbach Valley and catch the 4102 bus back to Mayrhofen (16.30, 17.30, 18.30).  
Bring a packed lunch or purchase from a farm, mountain hut or café.  Bring a snack 
and a drink. 
 
Free Day 
If we can walk as planned, the free day will be on Wednesday.  See the HF brochure 
for ideas on what to do. Other suggestions are:  
Ice Cave at Werfen – 26 miles of ice formations. Look at 
www.austria.info/us/austria/natural-beauty/the-world-s-largest-ice-caves  
Innsbruck - The journey to Innsbruck is just under 2 hours. For the bus timetable 
look at: www.efa.vvt.at/vvtadr/TTB/D_00000887_TP.pdf 
 
 
Many thanks to Joe Colls for researching and plotting the walking routes to make up 
this fantastic programme of walks. 
 
Angela Dobie 
May 2017  
 
The small print 
Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of descriptions and lengths of walks but these may 
change on the day. 

 

http://www.austria.info/us/austria/natural-beauty/the-world-s-largest-ice-caves
http://www.efa.vvt.at/vvtadr/TTB/D_00000887_TP.pdf

